2017 Finalists in *Quilts: A World of Beauty*

**ALL 2017 ENTRANTS:**

The quilts entered in the 2017 IQA Judged Show have been juried. The quilts that have been selected for exhibition are listed below. Entrants are listed by last name/surname with the accepted quilt’s title listed below the entrant’s name. **Please check the list below for your quilt, and come back to this page for more information.**

**IF YOUR QUILT IS NOT ON THE LIST:**

From the field of quilts entered, it is obvious our members send only their best efforts to this competition. While we would love to display every quilt entered, the reality is that our show was limited to 59% of the quilts entered this year, and those were selected by a jury. Narrowing the entries was a very difficult task. If your quilt is not listed below, we regret that it was not selected for this year’s show.

There are many reasons why an entry might not be chosen for a particular show. Due to limited exhibit space, many nice pieces may be eliminated simply because of numbers, and the field of competition in the show certainly plays a part. In any show where entries must be juried from visuals, the quality of the image is extremely important. The display of the quilt, dark images, small images, blurred images, or those that are of low resolution can put a magnificent quilt at an unfortunate disadvantage, and there were a number of quilts in that situation this year. If you cannot have your quilt professionally photographed, or are unsure of your own abilities, please review our Tips for Good Photography.

We applaud and appreciate the creative efforts of all our members, and we hope you will be able to attend this year’s show. Most importantly, we encourage you to continue to participate in future IQA shows.

**IF YOUR QUILT IS LISTED BELOW:**

Congratulations on your quilt’s selection for this year’s Judged Show! Your quilt is due in the IQA office any time between now and August 16, 2017. The number listed after your quilt title is the quilt number referred to in the shipping paperwork. You will need this number to when you ship your quilt. If there are any questions, please contact Crystal Battarbee in the IQA office at iqa@quilts.com. More information is included in the following Letter and Shipping Information Packets.

If you are an entrant from the USA and returning your quilt to a location within the USA, click on the following link for a letter, shipping instructions, and forms:

2017 USA Letter and Shipping Information

If you are an international entrant and are returning your quilt to a location outside the U.S.A., click on the following link for a letter, shipping instructions, and forms:

2017 International Letter and Shipping Information
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Abbott, Betsy
- *Afterglow*, #P-7030
- *Klip River Morning*, #N-4017

Adams, Kathy
- *Mesa Verde Cliff Palace*, #N-4019

Alford, Frances Holliday
- *Mr. Lee’s Tree*, #W-8042

Allen, Dawn
- *Amber Waves*, #P-7057

Anderson, Frieda
- *Rainbow Pines II*, #AM-3015
- *Unfurling*, #IP-13003

Anderson, Linda
- *Gossiping Ducks and Hungry Tiger*, #PS-5011

Arai, Tomoko
- *Scent of Flowers*, #MT-18006

Atkins, Janet
- *Cauterskill Rising*, #MQH-14009

Austin, Esterita
- *The Day After*, #PS-5038
- *The Second Time Around*, #PS-5014

Back, Tracy
- *Service for 12*, #G-10016

Baeth, Joanne
- *Majestic Flight*, #P-7040

Bardella, Sonia
- *A Relaxed Morning*, #PPF-6041

Barner, Claudia
- *Raven*, #IA-12027

Beaver, Judith
- *And When He Smiles*, #PPF-6028
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Belford, Marilyn
- *Hippolyte Hunting*, #PPF-6020
- *The Minotaur*, #P-7087

Belsaas, Rebecca
- *Sunset in Maui*, #IP-13002

Biggs, Carolyn
- *Something Old, Something New*, #TP-21006
- *Twirly Things*, #MT-18003

Binotto, Barbara
- *Hadlock Bridge*, #AM-3011

Blair, Patt
- *Caught In A Storm*, #AM-3041
- *White Knight*, #PS-5010

Boschert, Deborah
- *Limbs, Ladders, Roots and Rocks*, #AM-3004

Bracy, Megan
- *When the Stars Go Blue*, #TP-21017

Brandon, Julie
- *Enchantment*, #G-10004

Branjord, Sandra
- *3547 Redfox Circle...Life*, #E-9035
- *Never Kissed a Frog*, #SD-19028

Brown, Earamichia
- *Affrilachia*, #PPF-6038
- *Double Take*, #PS-5035

Brown, Peggy
- *Alike But Not the Same III*, #PS-5007
- *Hidden Flowers*, #SD-19018

Brown, Tanya
- *Do Dragons Like Cookies?*, #W-8008

Burke, Pamela
- *Full Bloom*, #AM-3013
- *Romeo*, #P-7018
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Busby, Betty
- *Lichen*, #AL-1035

Buzzalino, Ana
- *The Prairie’s Changing Landscape*, #AS-2020
- *Warner, AB*, #AM-3023

Byrne, Susan
- *Flower Vine*, #TA-20034

Campbell, Elsie
- *Elegance*, #MQH-14002

Cavaness, Amy
- *Holding Onto Hope*, #P-7012
- *Spool*, #AS-2050

Ceesay, Laurie
- *Raspberry Swirl*, #PPF-6032

Chan, Lucia
- *Evolving I*, #AS-2053

Chen, Jing
- *In the Mood for Love*, #PPF-6025

Chiba, Sachiko
- *Flower News*, #MQH-14001

Chung, Soyoung
- *Dawning Forest*, #N-4026

Collins, Peg
- *Autumn Hideaway*, #N-4027

Conley, Vicki
- *Stacks on Stacks*, #AL-1015
- *State of Matter*, #N-4009

Connally, Pat
- *Floor—Palace of the Grand Master of the Knights of Rhodes*, #IP-13010

Cote, Carol
- *Making Amends*, #P-7047

Crawford, Lenore
- *Pinecones*, #N-4038
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Crine, Debra
- *Ode to Georgia*, #PS-5027
- *Tickled Pink*, #PS-5026

Crouch, Linda
- *Whirlygig*, #M-17005

Cullen, Phyllis
- *Fern Forest*, #AS-2012

Cunningham, Beth
- *Rhapsody in Blue, Verein’s Quilt Guild of Fredericksburg, Texas*, #G-10003

Daniels, Eileen
- *Hope Rising*, #E-9012

Day, Jennifer
- *Boy on Fence*, #AM-3028

de Souza Bugarin, Aline Stefane
- *The Navigator’s Star*, #MQF-15010
- *Black Pearl*, #MQF-15011

de Vanny, Susan
- *Beginning True*, #P-7008
- *Erte Bazaar II*, #W-8005

Dentler, Gail
- *Afloat on the Llano River*, #AM-3008

Dickey, Nancy
- *Morning Song*, #PPF-6005

Diniz Mendonca, Fabia
- *Adventures in Wonderland*, #MQS-16009

Donges, Kay
- *Daddy’s Boy*, #P-7022
- *Somewhere My Love*, #E-9004

Doran, Diane Rusin
- *Blossoming*, #SD-19027
- *Splash!*, #AM-3033

Dort, Rhonda
- *Basket of Flowers*, #E-9028
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Duffy, Carol
• *Easter Sunrise*, #E-9034

Durbin, Pat
• *All Dressed Up*, #PS-5013
• *Majestic Redwoods*, #N-4013

Eades, Debby
• *Little George*, #M-17001

Eckley, Ginny
• *Sisters Taming Mustangs*, #PS-5040

Eckmeier, Karen
• *A Village for All Seasons*, #P-7001

Eklow, Robbi Joy
• *Carnival*, #IA-12020

Ellis, Lisa
• *Midnight Mosaic*, #E-9030

Endo, Noriko
• *Spring Delight*, #N-4043

Engler, Suzan
• *Old Timer*, #SD-19016

Fallert-Gentry, Caryl Bryer
• *Celebration #2*, #AL-1022
• *Jacuzzi Jazz*, #AS-2016

Farkas, Megan
• *Modern Love*, #M-17004

Farquhar, Marilyn
• *See the Leaves for the Tree*, #N-4012

Finzer, Sheila
• *At the Waterhole*, #P-7027

Fogg, Laura
• *Girona Portal*, #P-7069

Forcadell Blasco, Montserrat
• *Contraste de Sabores*, #P-7011
• *Llums*, AS-2047
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Fosnacht, Mary Kay
- *Diaspora: Journey to Sanctuary, #IA-12025*

Freestone, Jean
- *Pears Across the Sky, #P-7076*

Frydl, Kumiko
- *Rose Mandala, #M-17010*

Fujiwara, Junko
- *Fantastic!, #H-11003*

Garstecki, Darlene
- *The Deer Mouse, #P-7032*

Gausebeck, Robin
- *Art of the Ancient World, #TA-20005*

Geistweidt, Debbie
- *Hilda, #P-7091*

Gerber, Dawn
- *When Watermelons Had Black Seeds, #TA-20022*

Ghauri-Young, Mimi
- *Whooo?, #P-7009*

Gisi, Shirley
- *Wind in the Workshop, #W-8035*

Godden, Helen
- *APPreciation: Ineka, #PPF-6029*
- *Identity Crisis, #PS-5025*

Goldsmith, Becky
- *Kauai Road, #N-4042*

Gonzalez-Angulo, Olga
- *Captivated by Nature, #PPF-6031*

Gravells, Leah
- *I Must Go Down to the Sea Again, #P-7036*
- *Shadow Lands, #AS-2010*

Greaves, Virginia
- *Justice & Freedom, #P-7064*
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Grimaldi, Jacqueline
- *Fabricadabra*, #E-9020

Griner, Connie Kincius
- *Wrinkly/Irony*, #W-8026

Grisdela, Cindy
- *Blue Box Study*, #AM-3026

Grover, Becky
- *Stand Up*, #SD-19031

Guier, Shirley
- *My Town and Country*, #TA-20024

Gunn, Margaret Solomon
- *Ode to Spring*, #MQF-15004
- *The Twisted Sister*, #MT-18005

Haddadin, Renae
- *Wonderland*, #TA-20025

Hahn, Betty
- *Treasure*, #SD-19021

Haines, Laura Gail
- *Quan Yin: Goddess of Compassion*, #W-8021

Haller, Robin M.
- *The Quilt Police*, #AM-3045

Hamilton-McNally, Molly
- *Rejoice*, #TA-20035

Hammond, Anne
- *Lines Of Communication #7*, #AL-1028

Hampton, Cherrie
- *Multi-Tasking*, #PPF-6024

Hartman, Barbara Oliver
- *Autumn Evening*, #N-4034
- *Trippy*, #AL-1038

Hattori, Chiyoko
- *WAKU WAKU DO DO DO! Vitamin Color*, #IA-12006
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Hauck, Shirley
- *The Path*, #AS-2033

Havlan, Denise
- *Dineh (Navajo) Madonna*, #PPF-6021

Haworth, Jane
- *Melman—The Vulnerable Giraffe*, #P-7042

Heagy, Elizabeth McDowell
- *Receiving Grace*, #IA-12001

Hedges, Margery
- *The Kiss*, #P-7061

Henderson, Neroli
- *White Flag*, #PS-5033

Hershberger, Nancy
- *Still Life with Bowl and Apple*, #PS-5029

Hibino, Kayoko
- *Marchen (Fairy Tale)*, #H-11006

Hickman, Charlotte
- *Pansies Extraordinaire*, #P-7062
- *Reflections*, #N-4033

Hilderbrand, Pat
- *In Awe of the Beauty and Power of Water*, #N-4011

Hill, Diane
- *The Garden Gate*, #M-17012

Hill, Nikki
- *Moonswept*, #AS-2006

Hillman, Jackie
- *Love by the Moon, Live by the Sun*, #E-9017

Holihan, Jane
- *Summer Sonnet*, #MQH-14007

Holly, Pat
- *Turkish Treasures*, #IA-12009
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Horton, Ann
- *Shelter*, #AL-1020
- *String Quartet*, #E-9010

Humphries, Miyuki
- *Mike’s Heart*, #P-7029

Hutchison, Jan
- *First Frost*, #MQF-15002

Iida, Naomi
- *Arabesque Pinery*, #M-17003

Ikuno, Takako
- *Reincarnation*, #N-4003

Ippolito, Norma
- *Sapphires on Snow*, #MQS-16011

Ishizaki, Yoshiyuki
- *Summer Memory*, #IP-13011

Ito, Chizuko
- *Happy Quilt*, #MQH-14004

James, Donna
- *Copper Reflections*, #MQF-15005

Jang, Mikyung
- *Hwasung Fortress*, #MQS-16004

Johnson, Beth Porter
- *Rhthyms Within II*, #AS-2008

Johnson, Page
- *Four Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest*, #G-10020

Jones, Liz
- *Hothouse Hybrids*, #IA-12003

Kang, TaeKyung
- *Unconditional*, #W-8040

Kawakami, Ayako
- *Kirara’s Garden Party*, #E-9016
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Keenan, Jean Wells
- *Deschutes*, #AS-2013
- *Fireweed*, #AS-2014

Kennedy-Zafred, Patricia
- *A Shared Destiny*, #SD-19022

Kerler, Kathie R
- *Terra I*, #AS-2028

Kikuchi, Toshie
- *Little Women*, #H-11013

King, Susan Fletcher
- *Making Coleslaw—Cabbage Alchemy*, #PS-5005

Kiyoko, Ishihara
- *Longing for Persia*, #MQH-14005

Kleinman, Sherry Davis
- *Birthday Book for Elliott*, #PS-5028
- *Genevieve*, #SD-19026

Klingerman, Paula
- *Am I Not Handsome?*, #P-7052

Knapp, Susan Brubaker
- *Resurrection*, #P-7067

Korengold, Barbara
- *Threads of Friendship (Carol’s Gift)*, #TA-20002

Kroth, Pat
- *Fiber Optics*, #AS-2019

Krysan, Terri
- *Hard Water Fishing*, #AM-3009

Kubo, Eriko
- *Thanks Friends*, #TA-20027

Kumagawa, Masako
- *Time Traveler From Byzantine*, #H-11012

Kusaka, Takashi
- *The Bonds*, #G-10011
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Kuwahara, Miiko
- *Revive* 1995.1.17 2011.3.11, #PPF-6014

Lacy, Kimberly
- *Kaleidoscope Ammonite*, #MT-18021
- *Volga River Ammonite*, #PS-5024

Lambdin, Karen
- *Christina*, #PPF-6035

Lee, Eun-suk
- *Come into bloom*, #E-9008

Lessa, Roxane
- *Wisteria Wonder*, #P-7063

Lindner, Ellen
- *Daydream*, #AS-2021

Littmann, Tonya
- *Dad’s Blue Truck*, #P-7007
- *Dr. Lizard*, #AM-3002

Lohrenz, Karlyn
- *Seasoned With Time*, #P-7050

Lozano-Lozano, Manoli
- *Girona Flower Time*, #TA-20023

Manke, Sally
- *Harvest Time on M-22*, #P-7003
- *Whimsical Bicycle*, #IA-12023

Marquez, Marisa
- *The Time Machine*, #MQS-16008

Mason, Lisa
- *My First Double Wedding Ring*, #TP-21022

Mason, Lisa
- *The Big O*, #MQF-15003

Matsuda, Mizue
- *Wrapped Up in Fragrance of Rose*, #TA-20008

Matsutou, Noriko
- *Whale Swimming in the Ocean*, #P-7038
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May, Therese
- *Comfort*, #SD-19025

McComas, Lea
- *Cruisin’*, #P-7074
- *Puppy Love*, #PPF-6048

McCraw, Barbara
- *Family Reunion*, #TA-20006

McGregor, Karen
- *Green Sea Turtle*, #PS-5042

McKie, Barbara
- *Cock-a-Doodle Dandy*, #SD-19024
- *Magenta Water Lily*, #AM-3042

McNeil, Kathy
- *Celtic Fox*, #W-8003
- *Language of Flowers*, #TA-20003

Miller, Beth
- *Down the Rabbit Hole*, #W-8011

Miwa, Mariko
- *I Love Mucha*, #IA-12012

Miyama, Hiroko
- *Kitten*, #P-7088
- *You Know What?*, #P-7077

Miyata, Aiko
- *E Pili Mai (Come to me)*, #G-10007

Mollon, Sandra
- *Reflections on Water*, #N-4035

Momenzadeh, Judy
- *Lake Martin Sunset*, #N-4010

Moore, Sharon
- *A Touch of Italy*, #MT-18022

Morgenroth, Brigitte
- *Goldenes Vlies*, #IP-13016
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Morihiro, Keiko
- *For the Wedding of My Beloved Daughter*, #TA-20009

Morita, Keiko
- *Hurry on Snowy Road, I am Late!*, #N-4007

Morrissey, Carol
- *Jake*, #PPF-6037

Moss, Wilma
- *Near and Far*, #TP-21024

Mulford, Randa
- *Winnie*, #P-7026

Munoz Bueno, Isabel
- *Atrapasuenos*, #MQS-16003

Murakami, Yuko
- *Last Night’s Dream*, #W-8020
- *Zen*, #MQS-16007

Murofushi, Misa
- *Pua Haka (Anthurium Flower)*, #G-10009

Mutou, Mayumi
- *The Spirit of Flowers*, #H-11004

Myers, Claudia Clark
- *Drama Queen*, #MT-18023
- *Night Hawk*, #IA-12019

Nakajima, Toyoko
- *A Time of the Madder Red*, #H-11020

Naylor, Philippa
- *Wearable Art*, #AM-3043

Nemirov, Sharon R.
- *Perched Hamadryas*, #P-7073

Nestegard, Susan
- *Early Morning on the Lake*, #N-4021

Nolan, Bobbe Shapiro
- *GRENEN: Where Skagerak Meets Kattegat*, #AS-2054
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Nozawa, Noriko
- *Field Sketch—Cornflower*, #E-9005

Nufer, Beth
- *Diamond Effervescence*, #TP-21001

Ochiai, Kyoko
- *The Woman?*, #IP-13008

Ogihata, Yoko
- *Present from Mother*, #H-11009

Olson, Cheryl
- *Ananda at Last*, #N-4040

Ono, Teruko
- *Memory of Flowers*, #TA-20007

Ootomo, Naomi
- *Promenade of Dahlia*, #H-11010

Orduna Pons, Anna
- *The Recipe of Happiness*, #MQS-16006

Ouellette, Bonnie
- *Oprah*, #AM-3020

Oura, Kyoko
- *Sunset in a Japanese Rural Landscape*, #N-4030

Owens, Mary
- *Trellis*, #H-11001

Pabst, Amy
- *Copper Pennies*, #M-17007
- *Jewels*, #TP-21014

Peck, Pamela Lott
- *It Started with a Mermaid*, #W-8001

Peck-Collins, Lynn
- *Floribunda*, #MT-18001

Peter-Anderson, Michal
- *Finding One’s Path*, #MT-18018
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Pfeil, Claudia
  - *Woven Journey*, #SD-19017

Phelan, Candice
  - *Eve*, #PPF-6027

Phillips, Margaret A.
  - *Fran in Red Chair*, #AM-3031

Pierce, Georgia
  - *Judgment of Osiris*, #IA-12007

Pillsbury, Betty
  - *Therapy*, #E-9022

Podolny, Lois
  - *Regen’s Garden*, #AM-3006

Polansky, Susan V.
  - *Fair Weather (July 19)*, #P-7024
  - *Spool Party*, #W-8014

Ponischil, Karen
  - *Tulipa*, #PS-5022

Poole, Deborah
  - *Wickedly Green*, #MQF-15008

Porter, Karlee
  - *Disparity*, #W-8032

Powers, Ruth
  - *Emu, I See You!*, #AM-3044
  - *Tranquil Dawn*, #P-7086

Pregger, Heather
  - *Schist #2*, #AL-1039

Proffetty, Heidi M.
  - *Blossomed*, #PPF-6004
  - *Daddy, Hold My Hand*, #PPF-6051

Ramirez Farre, Anna Maria
  - *Un Paseo por Barcelona*, #P-7060
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Reed, Jan
- *Keeping Up Appearances*, #P-7023
- *The End of the Drought*, #E-9006

Rondeau, Victoria
- *The Four Queens*, #TA-20032

Rountree, Kathleen
- *Annabelle’s Wedding Feast*, #MQS-16012

Roy, Linda
- *Ruffled*, #TA-20019

Ruano Navarro, Sandra
- *Cum et Iris*, #AL-1033

Ruyle, Stephanie
- *Direction Optional*, #G-10002

Sakagami, Masako
- *Kazenobon*, #PPF-6034
- *Toyama Bay*, #N-4029

Sakaguchi, Yoko
- *Infinitely Poppy Field*, #G-10014

Salzman, Pauline
- *Ally’s Apps*, #W-8015
- *Another Day at the Office*, #TP-21021

Sasaki, Naoko
- *From Olive Country*, #H-11015

Sasano, Mieko
- *Santa Maria del Fiore*, #MQH-14012

Sato, Yoshiko
- *Spring Village*, #P-7090

Schiller, Valli
- *Hullabaloo*, #TP-21004

Schillig, Beth
- *Just Around the Corner*, #IA-12011
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Schlotzhauer, Sharon
- *Colorado Country: Lake Dillon*, #AM-3022
- *Really ‘Wild’ Flowers! Third Season*, #E-9036

Schlueter, Julie
- *Universal*, #AS-2029

Schuckel, Mary Ann
- *Paradise in Blooms*, #MT-18024

Seaberg, Pamela
- *An Interrupted Still Life*, #P-7078

Segura, Rebecca Lilly
- *Scene from an Ordinary Life*, #AM-3029

Sharkey, Diana
- *Selfie Stash*, #PPF-6049

Sharp, Sara
- *Barriers to Freedom*, #AS-2055
- *Peaceful Pond*, #PS-5031

Shearer, Gillian
- *Did You See That!*#, #PPF-6047

Shell, Maria
- *Uptown Rail Fence*, #IP-13017

Shields, Kristin
- *Celia’s Raven*, #W-8034

Shindo, Mutsuko
- *Anne's Favorite Cherry Tree Road In Avonlea*, #G-10018

Siden, Dawn
- *Masquerade*, #W-8007

Sim, Grace
- *Mini V*, #M-17011

Sinnreich, Carol Ann
- *Lion Hunt, 865 B.C.*, #P-7028

Skei, Carolyn
- *Wild, Wild Plum*, #P-7033
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Smith, Sarah Ann  
- *She persisted in her quest to reach the shore and sing the anthem of the sea*, #N-4002

Sobotka, Melissa  
- *Mudra*, #SD-19006

Soules, Jan  
- *Grounded*, #AS-2017

Steele, Linda  
- *The Bleaching*, #E-9007

Steinka, Lisa  
- *Sami, aka Tree Kitty*, #P-7006

Stepanek, Gail  
- *Magnetic Attraction*, #TP-21012

Stevens, Emily  
- *Mommy*, #P-7089

Stewart, Susan  
- *Starburst*, #E-9014

Stone, Janet  
- *Garden Variety Sampler*, #TA-20001

Stone, Karen K  
- *OG*, #AL-1040  
- *Wonderful World*, #IA-12026

Styring, Patricia  
- *Land Of The Free*, #TA-20017

Sugaya, Yasuko  
- *Memory in Blue*, #H-11002

Suzuki, Yoshimi  
- *Happy Rose*, #H-11019

Swan, Sheridan  
- *Chemical Attraction*, #MQS-16001

Takeuchi, Tomoko  
- *The English Garden*, #G-10008
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Tarr, Timna
- *Rise Up*, #AS-2018

Thomas, Gail E.
- *Sawyer*, #PS-5020

Tims, Ricky
- *Bending Tree*, #AM-3037
- *Hurricane*, #AS-2040

Triscari, Barbara
- *Hail 15!*, #AM-3025

Tsunoda, Tomoko
- *Shadow Dancing*, #G-10012

Tustison, Angie
- *Camping Trip*, #N-4001

Tweedel, Melissa
- *Circumspect*, #MT-18015

Uchida, Ritsuko
- *Wind of June*, #TA-20012

Vaca-Lambert, Mary Ann
- *Red Sunflower*, #PS-5030

Vierra, Kristin
- *Star of India*, #MQF-15006

Vinegrad, Betsy
- *More Slices*, #AM-3024
- *Share and Share Alike*, #M-17009

Waddle, Linda
- *Still Standing*, #PS-5009

Walper, Marsha
- *Florida’s Beautiful Blue*, #P-7020

Warnock, Rita
- *Baskets and Blooms*, #MT-18014

Wasilowski, Laura
- *Windy City #3*, #AM-3038
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Watanabe, Miyoko
- *Advance to Tomorrow*, #MT-18025

Weichselbaum, Enid
- *Happy Alps*, #W-8037

Wen, Chi Chen
- *Heavenly Officials Leader*, #PPF-6023

West, Candace
- *The Iron Throne*, #IA-12024

White, Ruth
- *C9: Intercalation*, #AM-3034
- *Versatile*, #AS-2031

Wiggins, Cathy
- *Another Day*, #PPF-6039
- *Lucifer*, #E-9023

Wilmarth, Hope
- *Neuron*, #AS-2051

Wintemute, Eileen
- *Tough Old Bird*, #PS-5041

Wood, Marie
- *Jesus Calling - Duc In Altum*, #PPF-6022

Woods, Nancy
- *Echoes in Little Venice*, #P-7066

Wright, Charlotte
- *Purple Crossroads*, #E-9033

Wright, Sally
- *East/West*, #PS-5003

Wylie, Kathy K.
- *For Such a Time as This*, #TA-20018

Yamaji, Sachiko
- *Sincerely*, #H-11005

Yi, Christine
- *Oh, Dear!,* #MT-18019
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Young, Gay
- *Octopus*, #W-8041

Zahner, Mary
- *Why?*, #PPF-6016